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The article covers the prehistory and history of Ethiopia from its emergence as an empire under the
Aksumites to its current form as the Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia as well as the history of other
areas in what is now Ethiopia such as the Afar Triangle.The Ethiopian Empire (Abyssinia) was first founded
by Ethiopian people in the Ethiopian Highlands.
History of Ethiopia - Wikipedia
The Kingdom of Aksum (also known as the Kingdom of Axum, or the Aksumite Empire) was an ancient
kingdom located in what is now Eritrea and the Tigray Region of northern Ethiopia.. Axumite Emperors were
powerful sovereigns, styling themselves King of kings, king of Aksum, Himyar, Raydan, Saba, Salhen,
Tsiyamo, Beja and of Kush. Ruled by the Aksumites, it existed from approximately 100 AD to 940 AD.
Kingdom of Aksum - Wikipedia
RootsWeb - the Internet's oldest and largest FREE genealogical community. An award winning genealogical
resource with searchable databases, free Web space, mailing lists, message boards, and more.
RootsWeb.com Home Page
Amos A. Walker, 25 Sep 1840 - 4 Jun 1882 Esther M. Sherwood, his wife, 12 July 1842 - 7 Oct 1866 Curtis
B. Walker, 1886 to 1911. Father Francis R. Walker, 21 May 1830 -18 Feb 1906
Sources - CyBeRGaTa
Gone to Texas! McCreary, Buck, Bayliss, Leverett, Rice, Estes, Timberlake, Graham, Hughes, Wheeler &
Allied Families William Sebastian and Zorada Wheeler
Gone to Texas! McCreary, Buck, Bayliss, Leverett, Rice
Whig MP for the pocket boroughs of Hindon, Wiltshire (1818-1826) and Bramber, Sussex (1826-1831). Lord
Calthorpe was a "prevailing influence" in both (MOLESWORTH 1865 p.113). Both were disenfranchised in
1832 when he ceased to be an MP and a commissioner (n.
Biographies of Honorary (Unpaid) Lunacy Commissioners 1828
Chalcolithique et Ã¢ge de bronze. L'occupation humaine de la rÃ©gion de JÃ©rusalem est attestÃ©e depuis
le Chalcolithique par des fragments de cÃ©ramique trouvÃ©s prÃ¨s de la source de Gihon et datant
d'environ 3500 av. J.-C. [1].Ces fragments de poterie sont les premiers vestiges dÃ©couverts Ã ce jour sur
le site de JÃ©rusalem.
Histoire de JÃ©rusalem â€” WikipÃ©dia
â€” Anonyme, version donnÃ©e par Philippe Goldman et reproduite et annotÃ©e par Leguay (2005), op. cit. ,
p. 66-68.
Bourges â€” WikipÃ©dia
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